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Purchase UCX in cash Participate in projects on the M&A platform UCC provided(receipt)

When the M&A deal is completed, the value of the company, i.e. the price of UCC, increases as well.

Exchange with UCX within the platform.

UCX PARTICIPATION

Project 3
Hotel

Project 2
Aviation Fin.

Project 1
Ship Fin.

Select a desired 
project on the 

platform 
using UCX

Corporate value 
appreciation

=
UCC appreciation

UCX Appreciation

Exchange
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FI (i.e Sec./AM)

SI (TC Manager: 
i.e. GBC/OM)

SPC
(TC Manager)

Target Company

cash ucx

ucx
ucx

UCC issued in proportion to UCX investment

cash

Share
(take over control

of a company)

RETAIL
INVESTOR

MAP
Platform

Project.1

GP (i.e. Fund raiser-
Asset Mgmt. Co.)

Exchange

LP (i.e. HNWI)

UCX  is



Accessibility and convenience from anywhere in the world; 

Downloadable on mobile devices

100% of platform development completed with GBC KOREA’s 

capital

Innovative services that do not incur interest or fees as a 

platform for securitizing the value of fixed assets

Acquisition of 3 patents completed

UCX  is



Why is the sunk cost of M&A 
so high?

Why can't ordinary people 
participate in M&A 

transactions?

Provides solution that exempt 

unreasonable sunk costs (high 

brokerage fees, time costs) and 

allows public participation in 

M&A market 

Platform-based, efficient and 

rapid deal processing provides 

enterprises with cost savings 

and new investment options 

for individuals

“Eventual” cost saving will be fully realized when the “M&A target section, DD, execution
etc. are done by AI (bot) that will be developed by GBC in the near future.

UCX  is



Foreign
investment2. Actualizing distribution 

economy

3. Accumulation of asset value

1. Separation of ownership 
and management

Ordinary people can participate in the M&A platform,

Solving information asymmetry

Distribute Ownership MAP

Crowd funding
Professional management

Auditors

Since the number of UCX issued is absolute (100b coins), the capital accrued through 
Project 1... Project n will increase the value UCX continuously.

UCX  is



Securely store customer assets by generating and managing keys in 

unconnected hardware wallets

user,
PC/Mobile Device

MAP

Admin

Cold Wallet Hot Wallet

Server

Web service 
server

Key archive server

Digital asset wallet

Hardware wallet

Transactions at a 
specific interval 
Processing and 
wallet reflection

Transaction request,
Deposit address,
Balance

Address information
Key generation and 
wallet operation

UCX  is



1. Identify risks 
2. Mitigate risks 
3. Analyze margins 
4. Analyze synergies 

Identify and 
quantify value

Understand and 
mitigate value at 

risk

Realize and 
optimize deal 

value

Strategy and 
screening

IntegrationNegotiation, due 
diligence, transaction 
execution 

1. Scan for value 
2. Quantify 

potential value

1. Integrate for 
value 

2. Extract new 
value

M&A analytics and AI applications M&A Deal Platform(GMAP)

AI 
Server

Info. 
Server/
Dashboard

Management 
Server

SPC for Project 1

Project 1

Project 2

Project 3

Project N

Participants of Projects

Internal Exchange for 
UCC x

Search for Target Company (TC) Select TC

UCC x

application

UCX

Request exit 
by UCC x Exit by UCXReceive the Stocks of TC

Investment as a Limited Partner or 
Financial Investor

Invest

UCX  is



Designing a business platform based on a block chain

Disadvantages of existing M&A are 
minimized, and advantages are 
maximized based on Blockchain 
Technology
1. Disadvantages

- Confidentiality
Seller's information (desired amount, reason  for sale, 
payment terms and condition, etc.)

- High cost and complex structure due to 

the intervention of numerous experts
① M&A: Target Selection (Dealer & Broker) 
② Target value evaluation (accountant & attorney) 
③ Real-time changes in stock prices for listed 

companies (accountant & attorney) 
④ In the case of non-listed companies, high variability 

(accountant & attorney) 
⑤ Negotiation and due diligence (internal worker & 

accountant & lawyer) 
⑥ Tax and accounting costs incurred (tax accountant & 

accountant) 
⑦ Legal costs incurred 
⑧ Labor cost incurred   

- Lack of adequate liquidity
Lack of liquidity in the vast transaction financing
process

2. Advantages
▪ Use proven business models and human

resources

▪ Quickly and efficiently enter the market and

maximize market share

▪ Leverage effect can be maximized

Establish a Trading ecosystem such 
as unlisted cryptocurrency and OTC 
stocks based on smart contract 
technology

1. Creating a Trading ecosystem
Advise, create and propose opportunities to 
publicly list the unlisted cryptocurrency and 
OTC stocks

2. EXIT PLAN provided
Exit plan linked with M&A platform and 
opportunity to achieve investment profit

Biz 1. M&A Platform Biz 2. AM Platform

Provide a two-way one-stop solution among 
potential investors, professional investment 
managers, and actual investors based on 
Smart Contract Technology

Biz 3. Exchange

M&A for the existing 
financial institutions 
to build M&A and AM 
platforms

Investment 
Product Supply Liquidity Supply

Investment 
Product 
Supply

Investment 
Product 
Supply

1. Companies to attract investment
- Investment proposal and verification 
- Token issuance and provide incentives

(after obtaining platform approval)

2. Professional Investment Manager

- Provide advisory and proposal on the investment 
product qualification to potential investors (bonds, 
securities, loans, etc.) 

- Advisory, verification, proposal on the existing 
investment products

- Analysis and advisory on the investor interests and 
fund types

- Create and modify Big Data on the above items
- Develop, advise, and propose alternative investment 

products based on Big Data

Liquidity 
Supply
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